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Inclusive urban development for Thailand’s 
street vendors

 Poonsap Suanmuang Tulaphan, HomeNet Thailand

Nok, a female street vendor on Ladpraw Road, Bangkok, 
came from a farming family in the north-eastern part 
of Thailand. After finishing elementary school, she 

was unable to further her studies because her family was 
poor. However, with the ambition to study, she moved to live 
with relatives in Bangkok. At the age of 13, while studying 
in non-formal education, she found work as, among others, 
a babysitter, household worker, and an employee for a street 
vendor. Working in the street vending sector, she realized that 
this kind of job does not require high investment but offers 
sufficient return for living in a city such as Bangkok. At age 17, 
she began to sell flowers and seasonal fruits from a footpath. 
She is currently 40 years old, has finished secondary school, 
and has a family with two children. Nok (pictured below) 
and her husband are still vending from the roadside, but she 
has been determined to use that employment to accumulate 
as much money as possible in order to support her children 
through opportunities for higher education. Nok’s life is a 
familiar story of migration and a search for an improved live-
lihood in a large city. Street vending is a secure way of life 
that enables people to feed themselves and their families and 
to support their children in further education.

A 2016 survey of 400 Bangkok vendors found that 70 per 
cent were women of over 40 years of age, and that over 40 
per cent had completed only primary education.1 This finding 
confirms the significance of street vending in creating urban 
jobs for disadvantaged workers. Despite their level of educa-
tion, the workers are able to own micro businesses, with 
minimal investment. The job also helps some families to 
change their social status. Street vending provides a major 
source of food and goods to low-to-moderate income consum-
ers. Street food also reduces the burden of cooking and 
provides convenience for city residents, especially women 
who work outside the home. The availability of cheap food 
choices contributes to food security for the public in general.

Additionally, street vending has become a tourist attrac-
tion, adding vitality to a streetscape as well as contributing to 
an area’s economy. Moreover, other workers who have links 
to street vending activities have the opportunity to earn 
their living as, for instance, street vendors’ employees, local 
producers in the supply chain and transport workers such as 
tuk-tuk or motorbike taxi drivers. These are all honest jobs 
created by street vendors, maintaining self-reliance in the 
urban and rural working poor and lessening the burden on 
the government. It can therefore be said that street vending 
plays important part in driving a local economy.

Street vending also has social and environmental conse-
quences for the city — it has been found that people prefer to 
walk on the street among hawker stalls.2 Also, street vendors 
have their eyes on the street, contributing to a general feeling 
of security and safety.

Regulations for street vendors to ensure sustainable and 
inclusive urban development 
It is estimated that there are more than 1.7 million street 
vendors in Thailand, trading in food, clothing, souvenirs 
and consumer goods for city residents and tourists alike. 
Bangkok has approximately 240,000 street vendors, acting 
as a magnet for tourists, and providing authentic local foods, 
souvenirs, and a natural sense of street theatre. CNN has 
honoured Bangkok’s street food as the best in the world 
for three consecutive years (2016–2018).3 In short, street 
vending creates the economic, social and cultural identities 
of Bangkok and of Thailand.

Although Thai street vendors are large in numbers and 
have been a feature of the cities for more than 100 years, 
their role within urban development is still invisible to the 

government and city administrators. Thailand has no law 
to directly protect street vendors’ right to work, but there 
are overwhelming rights and powers for local authorities to 
regulate vendors through considerations of cleanliness and 
traffic. Local authorities are able to designate vending areas 
as well as limiting trading hours and fees. Authorities also 
have the power to ban trading.

As a city grows and develops, the number of street vendors 
increases, even though there are fewer public spaces left to 
exploit. City administrators have varied views on regulating 
street vending — some recognize the important role played 
by vendors in local economic development, while others 
argue that street vending is illegal because goods are sold 
in public spaces. Also that the vendors hinder pedestrians’ 
mobility, create dirt and traffic jams, are old fashioned and 
obscure the beautiful landscape of the city. There are also 
allegations that some stalls sell pirated goods or unhygienic 
food. Most street vendors are not registered in the city, are 
not part of the city’s population, and have no voting rights. 
They migrate only to take advantage of a city’s prosperity. 

A new initiative — the project on Inclusive Urban 
Development for Informal Workers in Thailand — has 
received support from the European Union to work with 
eight cities in Thailand from 2016 to 2020. It aims to 
promote inclusive urban planning and local economic devel-
opment that integrates informal economy workers such as 
home-based workers, street vendors, domestic workers and 
beauticians. Under the initiative, support is given to these 
worker groups in order that they access social protection and 

services provided by the state. HomeNet Thailand also works 
to group informal workers into membership-based organiza-
tions. Thus the ideal of building a city for all becomes the 
experience of city administrators. In addition, training in 
communication and collective negotiation is given to infor-
mal workers’ leaders to enable them to clearly articulate 
issues and needs to local authorities. Street vendor case 
histories have so far been gained from the three cities of 
Chiangrai, Songkla and Bangkok.

Chiangrai city
Chiangrai city is a major tourist destination in northern 
Thailand. The mayor and administration team believe that 
street vending helps promote tourism and local economic 
development. In 2008, Chiangrai municipality initiated the 
Walking Street project, allowing people in Chiang Rai and 
nearby areas to sell their products under a minimal trading 
fee, with both local and non-municipal hawkers enjoying 
equal treatment from the administration.

In 2017, after working closely with HomeNet Thailand, 
Chiangrai Walking Street Club was able to increase its 
membership to 271. Members pay fees and elect representa-
tives to coordinate activities with the municipality, while 
the club educates its members on the rules and regulations 
of the municipality as well as on cleanliness, checking and 
prohibiting the selling of illegal items, detecting counter-
feit banknotes, social insurance for informal workers, the 
campaign against using foam in the market, and product 
development to increase sales.

Street vending has become a tourist attraction, adding vitality to a streetscape as well as contributing to an area’s economy
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Street vending offers sufficient return for living in a city such as Bangkok
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The club has collaborated with the state-owned bank to 
reduce the use of cash by using mobile banking, and it has 
made a proposal to the municipality to create another food 
street to promote traditional food, increase the vending 
period and enhance members’ economic well-being. 
The municipality has also supported the organizing of a 
Restaurant Owners and Vendors Club, attracting a member-
ship of around 30. In 2017, after working with HomeNet 
Thailand, the club was able to expand its membership to 
237 market traders in the night bazaar market as well as 
street vendors trading in front of eight municipality schools. 
Club representatives in each area help educate members on 
municipality rules and regulations. The club also developed 
a plan to promote a social insurance scheme for informal 
workers as well as money saving activities for its members. In 
addition, members are encouraged to attend various festivals 
organized by the municipality.

Songkhla city
Songkhla is a major city located in the south of Thailand. The 
mayor and administration team wanted to create employ-
ment opportunities for informal workers and, after working 
closely with HomeNet Thailand, the municipality registered 
1,300 street vendors trading in the area, promoting street 
vendor’s organizations and facilitating the election of repre-
sentatives in each autonomous area. A money saving activity 
has also been promoted among vendor organizations.

Street vending within the municipal area has been agreed 
as a tourist attraction, and standard food centres have been 
built where hawkers are able to rent stalls at a fair price. The 
municipality provides parking space for customers who come 
to the food court, as well as providing cooking hygiene train-
ing to vendors selling food. 

Bangkok Metropolis
Between 2016 and 2018, the Bangkok Metropolis Admin-
istration (BMA) adopted a policy to strictly regulate street 
vending and to remove vendors on the grounds of violat-
ing pedestrian rights and trading in public areas. The BMA 

has cancelled 488 out of 683 designated vending areas, with 
approximately 12,000 vendors affected. There is a plan to 
remove all of the remaining vendors by the end of 2019, 
creating trouble for the street vendors, consumers and other 
workers connected to street trading. HomeNet Thailand 
has organized a network of street vendors who have been 
affected by the policy. The Network of Thai Street Vendors 
for Sustainable Development now has approximately 7,500 
members and advocates a review of the existing policy by the 
government and BMA. The Network has demanded the estab-
lishment of a committee with the participation of affected 
vendors to find an urgent solution to the problem. Likewise, 
long-term legislation has been proposed in order to regulate 
street vending and address important issues such as promot-
ing the creation of street vendor organizations, cleanliness, 
traffic obstruction, fees for the use of public space, and taxa-
tion to attract income into the state and local government.

Summary
Supporting the livelihoods and development of street 
vendors in the municipalities of Chiangrai and Songkhla 
has facilitated both their protection and access to govern-
ment services, leading to the reduction of poverty and social 
inequality, and ensuring inclusive and sustainable urban 
development. Promoting opportunities for everyone to 
benefit from urban development and prosperity is the route 
to sustainability.

While the experience of the recent street vending policy 
in Bangkok has been a challenge to the government and to 
the city administrators’ vision, it nevertheless embodies a 
commitment towards achieving the Sustainable Development 
Goals by 2030, and SDG 11 in particular. In order to make 
cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and 
sustainable, the government and city administrators must 
recognize that informal workers, such as street vendors, 
contribute to local economy development. The support of 
employment and social protection for these workers by 
considering amendments to laws, policies and other meas-
ures, will help the working poor gradually transition to the 
formal economy.
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Vendors add a sense of safety and security to the street, especially at night
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Elderly street vendor in Bangkok
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